THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL NEGLECTFUL BEHAVIOR SCALE - USE AGREEMENT

PROJECT TITLE/PURPOSE OF ADMINISTERING THE MNBS: "Modulating Emotional Arousal via Social Support Schemas in Adult Survivors of Child Maltreatment" USE FOR DISSERTATION

ESTIMATED NUMBER TO BE TESTED
Parent Form FEMALES: MALES: COUPLES: (both tested)
Adult Recall Form FEMALES: MALES: 
Child Report Form FEMALES: MALES: 

APPROXIMATE MONTH AND YEAR TESTING WILL BEGIN: 4/08 AND END: 5/09

DO YOU PLAN TO PROVIDE US WITH RAW DATA TO CONDUCT PSYCHOMETRIC ANALYSES FOR THE MANUAL? [ ] Yes [ ] No
If YES, please indicate the form in which you plan to provide data to us to conduct psychometric analyses
Answer sheets or questionnaires to be entered into a data file by the Test Authors
File of data on disk in one of the following formats: (circle one) ASCII, Word Perfect, Word, SPSS, SAS, STATA
If NO, please attach a paragraph describing your plan to provide us with psychometric analyses based on your data (See attached page)

Name of Cooperating User: Anthony Wells, Graduate Student
Address: 331 Williams Hall
Department of Psychology
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24060
PHONE: 540-899-9196 FAX: 540-231-3652 E-Mail: wellga@vt.edu

Your Website (If you have one):

I agree to the terms of agreement and to provide data as indicated above.

Cooperating User Signature: ______________________ DATE: 3/26/08

STUDENTS: Please have your faculty advisor for this research sign below:

Faculty Advisor Signature: A. Scarpa ______________________ DATE: 3/26/08
Advisor Name, Title: Angela Scarpa, Associate Professor
Advisor Department and Institution: Psychology, Virginia Tech
Advisor E-Mail Address: ascarpa@vt.edu Phone Number: 540-231-2615

For the Test Authors*: ______________________ DATE: 
* The Test Authors of the MNBS are Murray A. Straus and Glenda Kaufman Kantor
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